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a conversation with remedios montero (celia) and florian garcía (el grande)
documentary essay, 44:25, 2009-2018
El instante de la memoria is a transdisciplinary project dealing
with the construction of memory and representation. The narration
is contextualized by the francoist repression after the Civil War in
Spain and by the instauration of the imaginary basis, upon which
will later be built the official version of transition, leaving the open
wounds and imposing the logic of oblivion in present-day Spain.
During the winter of 2008, I filmed several video conversations with
Remedios Montero (Celia) and Florian García (El grande) in Valencia. A
part of this material was used for an experimental documentary essay titled
Points of Support. Zones of Resistance. It was January and it was cold.
Once a week I would carry them a bag of oranges and they would thank
me—as they lived alone in an apartment without elevator, it was hard for
them to bring the groceries up. Every evening Remedios Montero (Celia)
and Florian García (El grande) would tell me an episode from their lives
during the Spanish Civil War and in its aftermath under Franco repression.
Only after one year I was able to get the strength to face this material
again. I started from the open wounds that were caused by the oblivion
and by the actual struggles of our present. This is the last documentary
record filmed before the death of Florian García who died on April 17,
2009 and Remedios Montero who died on October 24, 2010. This is a story
about a territory of resistance, about guerrilleros and their fight against
Franco within the Agrupación Guerrillera del Levante y Aragón (A.G.L.A.).
The project is accompanied by the book El instante de la memoria,
a documentary novel as a process of transformation of writing
through the use of images and documents in personal editing, as a
narrative montage that connects multiples nodes of experience and
invites for further research into the places of pain and resistance.
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